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R3: A SIMPLE THEORY OF THE UNIVERSE

The observation and the physical explanation of nature is a matter that starts from phenomena
infinitely little, so from the particles that constitute nature (Standard Model), arriving to the
infinitely big ones like Planets, Systems and Galaxyies.

Nowadays observation and physical explanation come with two different Theories: General
Relativity (Gravitational Forces, Space and Time) and Quantistic Mechanics.

Si avverte da più parti la necessità di giungere ad una teoria unitaria della realtà capace di superare
le apparenti divisioni e generare una visione di insieme integrata.

It's no mystery that there is a necessity of coming to a Theory of reality, which will unify all parts
of nature that may appear different, with the purpose of crating a universal viewpoint of the world.

Quella che comunemente viene chiamata Teoria del Tutto (ToE - Theory of Everything ) deve
essere in grado di spiegare partendo da semplici assunti geometrici le caratteristiche dell’Universo,
lo Spazio-Tempo, il Big-Bang, le Particelle Elementari, la Massa ed infine l’Unificazione delle
Forze. Nel far questo dovrebbe essere semplice, logicamente consequenziale e matematicamente
elegante.

The so called Theory of Everything will have to start from simple geometric concept, and from here
it will have to explain the characteristics of the Universe, the Time and Space, the Big Bang, the
Elementary Particles, the Mass and the Unification of Forces.
This Theory, in doing so, ought to be simple, logically sequential and mathematically elegant.

In the presentation, we are going to demonstrate that a sequence of mathematical and geometrical
singularities, which are centered on the rotation, can represent the basis of a simple and plausible
explanation of the continuous transformations of the Universe that from "Nothing" lead to Us.



We are going to start from the Geometric Universe to achieve a geometric visualization of space
and time and of the Big-Bang. We'll observe later the elementary particles and with them, the mass
of matter, with the purpose of reaching the unification of forces.

The consequences of this simple theory do manifest in the immediate comprehension of
the most thrilling magic of universe, the water, which governs human being through its
incredible properties and bring us to the most special of all creatures, the Man.
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